Turbulence and plasma parameter data from the National Spherical Torus Experiment Nucl. Fusion 55, 093035 (2015)]. These are compared with theoretical estimates for drift and interchange rates, profile modification saturation levels, a resistive ballooning condition, and dimensionless parameters characterizing L and high H mode conditions. It is argued that the underlying instability physics governing edge turbulence in different operational modes is in fact similar, and is consistent with curvature-driven drift-ballooning. Saturation physics, however, is dependent on the operational mode. Five dimensionless parameters for drift-interchange turbulence are obtained and employed to assess the important of turbulence in setting the scrapeoff layer heat flux width  q and its scaling. An explicit proportionality of the width  q to safety factor and major radius (qR) is obtained under these conditions. Quantitative estimates and reduced model numerical simulations suggest that the turbulence mechanism is not negligible in determining  q in NSTX, at least for high plasma current discharges. 
I. Introduction
A topic of great contemporary interest for tokamak magnetic fusion research is the possible role of edge turbulence in influencing the scrape-off layer (SOL) heat flux width. More generally, edge turbulence is both driven by, and in part determines, plasma and flow profiles throughout the edge region, setting the conditions for low (L) and (H) mode confinement that are critical to understand for the success of fusion. These considerations motivate fundamental studies of the character of tokamak edge and SOL turbulence and their linkages to the transport of particles and heat across the last closed flux surface.
Many papers have been written on edge and SOL turbulence, including recent reviews, [1] [2] [3] [4] the latter two of which specifically address the topic of blob-filaments in the SOL. The complexity of the edge region in general, and turbulence in particular, has been a limiting factor for the applicability of both analytical and numerical models. Ideally theory-based relationships for interpreting experimental turbulence data are desired. There have been a few attempts in this direction.
A phase space regime diagram based on drift-resistive ballooning was proposed 5 and applied to Alcator C-Mod experimental data. 6 SOL transport and regime transitions were linked with collisionality and theory-based estimates for ASDEX-Upgrade experiments. 7 Parametric dependences of the L to H transition threshold have been related to turbulence properties. 8 Statistical properties of SOL turbulence in the TCV tokamak, such as distributions of amplitude and waiting times, have been very successfully described by a statistical model. 9 Analytical scalings of blob velocities 3 were compared with metadata from a number of experiments. 4 More recent attempts at comparing tokamak experimental blob velocities with analytical scalings and regimes have also been carried out. 10 -14 Scaling of edge turbulence and transport properties based on an international database were carried out in Ref. 15 which emphasized a strong connection between drift wave turbulence in the edge and blobs in the SOL. In addition to papers which have addressed the scaling of edge turbulence with parameter variations, there are a large number of papers in which numerical modeling of turbulence in specific discharges has been advanced; some have specifically addressed the SOL heat flux width question. 16 -25 In general, although edge and SOL turbulence data in tokamaks is order-of-magnitude consistent with theoretical expectations for length and time scales, clean parametric scaling dependences have often been elusive. This point is evident from recently published data from the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) 26 as described in the analysis of a large edge turbulence database. 10 Data for turbulence length and time scales within a particular operational mode, Ohmic, L or H mode, generally shows far more scatter than scaling. This may be partly due to the fact that plasma parameters could vary considerably between one coherent structure (blob) and another in the same discharge. As well, there are turbulent variations in the background plasma through which the structures propagate. Such variations could make it difficult to extract scaling with global or even local time-averaged parameters of the discharge.
Furthermore, within a given operational mode, the accessible range of parameter variations in a given device is limited.
In this paper we make the ansatz that the physical processes underlying edge-SOL instabilities in all operational modes are similar enough to justify a search for parametric scalings between operation modes. Indeed, blob structures emitted in L and H mode plasmas appear qualitatively similar in character (though not in number or amplitude). 10, 11 We will examine relationships between the mean values of various edge turbulence database quantities in four operational modes: Ohmic (OH), low (L), low with applied rf (L-RF) and high (H). Here regular L mode refers to neutral beam heated plasmas, while the L-RF plasmas were heated by high harmonic fast waves.
It will be evident from Refs. 10 and 11 that much edge turbulence data is at best only understood qualitatively. While it is important to keep that perspective in mind, we show in this paper, that a few carefully selected properties of the turbulence exhibit reasonable quantitative scaling behavior among different operational modes. Of particular interest are the scaling of the typical wavenumbers and frequencies, and the character of the underlying instabilities. The main goal of the present paper is to investigate these scaling properties of the turbulence and apply them to the problem of turbulent transport in the near SOL. Our paper thus extends previously published results which surveyed a broad scope of turbulence observations from the large database 10 and, specifically for tracked blobs, from the subset database. 11 Two results from Ref.
10 are recapitulated here for continuity of the present analysis.
Recently, the role of turbulent transport in setting the SOL heat flux width  q was assessed using heuristic arguments. 27 The analysis begins with the estimate q  / q  q || /L  where q  is the turbulent heat flux flowing across the separatrix, q || is the heat flux flowing down the SOL exhaust channel, and L || is the field line length. Estimating L ||  qR where q is the safety factor (e.g. at the 95% flux surface) and R is the major radius, and defining an effective parallel energy transmission factor g = q || /(pc s ) where c s is the ion sound speed, and p is the plasma pressure at the separatrix, one obtains the general result ṽ is the perturbed EB velocity in the radial (x) direction, and p is the perturbed pressure. The physics governing the parallel heat flow factor qR/g is relatively well understood and believed to be governed by classical transport. Of interest here is understanding what NSTX edge turbulence data can tell us about the q  /(pc s ) factor.
It is possible to proceed from Eq. (1) to a scaling for  q in terms of q, R,  s = c s / i and other parameters once the dispersion character, spatial scales and saturation levels of the turbulence are known. This was approached theoretically in Ref. 27 using several different models for the instabilities, saturation and turbulent transport physics. Here we address the same questions by data analysis. This is followed by a discussion of scaling implications for the SOL width based on the properties of the turbulence that are revealed by that analysis and by a numerical simulation. Understanding and characterizing the scaling of the SOL heat flux width is an ongoing major effort in the international fusion community. Recent empirical multi-machine fits have been presented for both diverted H mode 28 and inner-wall-limited L mode 29 discharges.
The work presented here and in Ref. 27 is also related to previous well-known analyses of the SOL widths by Connor 30 and Counsell, 31 which compared the predictions of a large number of theoretical models with data from several experiments. Those analyses asked whether broad data scans support particular types of models rather than attempting to take into account theoretical validity constraints or careful selection of data. It was concluded that models with drift wave or magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) interchange character provide the best overall fits to cross-field transport in the SOL. This conclusion is consistent with the present more limited and more focused investigation. Here we take advantage of a large NSTX database in which turbulent quantities were measured, allowing us to investigate the underlying mechanisms more directly.
The plan of our paper is as follows. In Sec. II a brief description of the experimental database is reviewed. Section III contains the main results for scaling properties between operational modes. Saturation levels, and other characteristics which differ between operational modes are considered in Sec. IV. Results are applied to the SOL heat flux width problem in the discussion of Sec. V. A reduced model numerical simulation is discussed in Sec. VI. Finally the summary and conclusions are given in Sec. VII.
II. The experimental database
The experimental database used for this analysis is the same one that is described in detail in Ref. 10 . It consists of a total of 140 NSTX discharges, 93 of which are in H mode, 9 in (neutral beam heated) L mode, 5 in (high harmonic fast wave heated) L-RF mode, and 33 in OH mode. In addition, the large database contains within it a high quality subset 11 consisting of 7 H modes and 7 OH modes, where each group of 7 has similar parameters and good Thomson scattering profiles for the electron density n e and temperature T e . The profiles and fits used in the analysis that follows are shown in Fig. 1 . Scaling results for the subset database are indicated separately from the large database in the following sections. For each operational mode in the subset database, density and electron pressure gradients were computed from the smooth fits, and these same gradients were used for all 7 discharges in the set. This procedure reduced uncertainties in the gradients compared to the large database where only single-discharge information was available.
The radial variation of a few characteristic frequencies of interest, as calculated from the smoothed profiles, are shown in Fig. 2 . Here the characteristic frequencies are defined as
where c s = (T e /m i ) 1/2 ,  p = p e /(dp e /dr),  s = c s / i ,  i = eB/m i c, V E = cE r /B is the EB drift in the radial electric field, and V di , V de are the diamagnetic drifts, V di = v ti  i / pi and V de = c s  s / pe . In calculating   , k y = 0.22 and 0.35 cm 1 in H and OH respectively have been used (see Sec. III). Equation (4) is a very rough estimate of the shearing rate assuming negligible net ion flow shear (V E +V di   0). Zero net flow shear is not supported by any data presented here but has frequently been employed in theoretical studies of the H-mode. The implications of this assumption will be examined in Sec. IV.
Furthermore, since T i measurements were not available, T i ~ T e has been employed. Unfortunately, a direct measurement of the shearing rate was not available, and no further use of y V will be made except for a few speculations related to Fig. 2 . Here and throughout the paper the subscript notations x and y refer to the radial and (strictly speaking) binormal directions. In practice, the "y" direction is taken as approximately poloidal so that x and y lie in the gas puff imaging (GPI) viewing frame. See Refs. 10 and 11 for more details of the GPI diagnostic. Fig. 1 . Thomson scattering profile data vs. radius (relative to the EFIT separatrix) for the high quality subset database for H mode and Ohmic plasmas (small dots) and smooth fits (solid curves). For each case (H and OH) the data points are an ensemble of all seven similar discharges. High quality turbulence data from GPI was available at 2 cm (as determined by the EFIT equilibrium reconstruction code) and data taken at this location is the basis for the remainder of the analysis in this paper. While 2 cm does not correspond to the precise maximum of the instability drive suggested by  mhd in Fig. 2 , it is expected to be a relevant location for studying the scaling of turbulence characteristics. As described in Ref. 
III. Scaling between operational modes
In this section the variation of length and time scales, and the role of resistivity between different operational modes is examined using both the large database and the subset database.
For the large database, T e measurements at 2 cm often had large estimated uncertainties and for some discharges no measurement was available. In other cases, uncertainties in profile gradient scale lengths and the occurrence of very small numbers in the denominators of the expressions being evaluated resulted in a small number of outliers that have been exclude from the analysis which follows.
The first quantity of interest is the length scale of the turbulence. This was also ) gives  turb . The data is scattered, but it will be seen subsequently that it becomes organized when  turb is plotted against other quantities. Thus, Eq. (5) is central to much of the subsequent analysis in this paper. For the full database we find an average  turb ~ 0.10 s 1 for OH and 0.17 s 1 for H mode; 0.06 s 1 for the OH7 subset and 0.38 s 1 for the H7 subset. In order of magnitude 1/ turb is similar to the autocorrelation time but there are significant differences when comparing operational modes. In Fig. 4 and all subsequent figures using the full database,  p is computed from the relation  p =  n /2.6 where the factor 2.6 is obtained from a fit using all the discharges. This procedure reduces the uncertainty in  p for a given discharge, since  n can generally be determined more accurately than  Te . 
Using  turb it is now possible to compare the observed turbulence time scales with those expected for drift and curvature-driven modes. Figures 5 and 6 make a case for drift-interchange turbulence, which is strengthened if the error bars are additionally reduced by 1/N 1/2 due to sample size, and becomes most compelling when the fits are constrained to pass through the origin, as expected theoretically. It will be noted from Eqs. (2) and (3) that  mhd  (T e / p ) 1/2 whereas  *  (k y  s ) T e 1/2 / p ~ T e 1/2 / p (given that from Fig. 3 , k y  s is nearly constant). Thus  mhd and  * are strongly correlated and this is evident from the parameters on the horizontal axis of Figs. 5 and 6. Perhaps more important than their scaling is the fact that  mhd and  * are numerically within a factor of two of each other for each of the operational modes. This is evidence that interchange and drift physics are both important. Evidently, the plasma has selected profiles and turbulent k y values to make this occur. 
magnetic shear in the X-point causes a large enhancement of k  when filamentary (field aligned blob) structures are mapped from the outboard midplane to the X-point region. 34, 35 The net effect is that   grows rapidly near the X-points; modes which are ideal interchange-like in the midplane become resistive close to the X-points resulting in an eigenfunction that can localize to the bad curvature region without paying much of a stabilizing line-bending penalty. 32 The three dimensional structure and dynamics of fluctuations near the separatrix is an active area of experimental investigation; there is some good evidence for correlation of midplane and divertor regions in the SOL, 36 , 37 and shear-induced disconnection near the separatrix. 36 From Fig The tentative conclusion is that resistive X-point physics is likely at work for these OH, L and L-RF cases and could easily result in an associated type of resistive ballooning mode that is not inconsistent with the experimental data. This conclusion is consistent with work by other authors. For example, the importance of resistive ballooning physics for an L mode discharge in the DIII-D tokamak was shown in three-dimensional fluid simulations that included the X-point geometry explicitly. 20 For the H mode cases, resistivity does not appear to be important, but this hardly affects the character of the modes at the outboard midplane.
IV. Saturation physics
The saturation levels of the turbulence in the steep gradient region just inside the separatrix are also of great interest, in order to understand turbulent transport into the SOL heat exhaust channel (i.e. the near SOL) and also into the far SOL. It is in this steep gradient region near the separatrix where coherent blob structures are thought to be born, and where their outward convective transport begins. 3,4 Figure 8 shows the saturation levels in a parameter space which allows comparison to a simple profile-modification (PM) estimate. The PM estimate, sometime called a mixing length estimate, equates the perturbed and equilibrium gradients,
where we take k x = 2.1/L rad and I / Ĩ n / ñ  . This figure recapitulates similar information from
Ref. 10 . As noted there, the OH and L mode saturation levels are close to, but somewhat below, the PM estimate; the H-mode levels are well below. Arguably, for pressure gradient rather than density gradient driven modes, one should use  p instead of  n in Eq. (7) In some cases, particularly for H-mode plasmas, it has been suggested 16, 19, 27 that large scale convective eddies of turbulence generated in the lower pedestal gradient region carry plasma across the separatrix and therefore provide the turbulent cross-field flux that competes with parallel losses to set the SOL width. In these cases, it is argued that  q in the SOL varies inversely with  p in the lower pedestal. An estimate of  p in the lower pedestal is therefore of interest and may be obtained by balancing the diamagnetic and EB drifts (giving  p~  E ).
Employing Eq. (4) and equating the shearing rate y V to  mhd yields the order of magnitude estimate 27
This condition is conceptually the one for turbulence suppression by EB shearing, which is commonly thought to be active in H-mode plasmas. really  pi should be used for the ion diamagnetic drift, and the total species summed  p should be used in estimating  mhd . Nevertheless a qualitative trend is apparent. It can be verified (not shown here) that C  < 1 is characteristic of the smoothed H7-mode profiles of Fig. 1 from -4 cm on out to beyond the separatrix. Figure 9 shows directly that C  roughly characterizes the different operational mode groups with small C  corresponding to H modes. Since H modes have steeper gradients, this is not surprising. However, assuming  p ~  E it follows that C   ( mhd /V y ) 2/3 . Thus C  being of order unity is suggestive that interchange and EB shearing rates are somewhat comparable for all of these NSTX plasmas, and that EB shearing becomes relatively stronger for H modes. 
type of plot here because of ambiguities in how to evaluate  mhd in these strongly shaped spherical torus plasmas, whereas the original work 5 
V. Discussion and implications for the SOL width
Before proceeding with more speculative applications of the scalings determined in Sec.
III, it is instructive to estimate  q from Eq. (1) in the most direct way possible. The idea here is that turbulence generated in the region where the measurements were taken, just inside the separatrix, is responsible for the turbulent transport into the SOL. For this purpose we let depending on I p , the plasma current. 38 At the highest plasma currents the midplane width, correcting for diffusive broadening in the divertor legs, is  q ~ 0.2 cm comparable to the turbulence estimate deduced here. The experimentally observed scaling 28 of  q in this and other devices (for H mode diverted discharges) is well described as having an inverse dependence on I p suggestive of neoclassical drift-orbit physics 39 but it would be significant if turbulence led to different scaling effects at large I p .
Since turbulence may reasonably be argued as relevant for setting  q , though perhaps subdominant in present devices, it is interesting to investigate the implications for scaling under the plausible assumption that the drift-interchange character of edge turbulence found here is universal. Recalling Eq. (1) where C dw is an order unity dimensionless number determined to be ~ 0.39 from this dataset.
On the other hand, from the analysis of the curvature-interchange character in Fig. 6 we have
where C mhd is another order unity dimensionless number ~ 0.6 for this dataset. Equating the two expressions for  turb yields
where C k  k y  s is a third dimensionless number which is ~ 0.13 for this dataset (and typical for drift waves in a variety of contexts). Equations (11), (14) and either of (12) or (13) (14) and (16) 
The derivation of Eq. (18) is clearly heuristic, and rests on several assumptions. It is meant as a physics-based framework from which to approach future work in assessing turbulence effects on the SOL width. This form expresses the normalized perpendicular heat flux q  /(pc s ),
i.e. the expression in parenthesis in Eq. (18), entirely in terms of (nominally order unity) dimensionless numbers that are physically based on the characteristics of the turbulence. The final form of Eq. (18) uses the values of C dw = 0.39, C mhd = 0.6 and C k = 0.13 deduced from the database; for drift-interchange turbulence they might be almost universal numbers which should not influence the overall scaling. The most uncertain, or highly variable, of the inputs are the saturation level f pm and the value of C  , which unfortunately appear with rather high powers.
Of course when the appropriate f pm and C  are used, Eq. (18) gives similar numerical values for q  /(pc s ) and  q in H and OH modes as the direct estimate given in the first paragraph of this section. However, the present form may be useful as a physics-based technique for extrapolating to other situations and devices, provided the underlying assumptions hold there as well.
It is interesting to compare the present scaling with that of the experimental multimachine database 28 for diverted H mode discharges. The two scalings are not the same. The interesting possibility is that the physical mechanisms underlying the present multi-machine database may not be turbulent and may not hold for larger machines. The multi-machine database scaling is nearly independent of R and gives roughly  q ~ q s  1/I p suggestive of a drift-orbit 24,39 (i.e. non-turbulent) mechanism.
In contrast, the only explicit scaling remaining in Eq. (18) is  q  qR   2 R 2 B/I p where  = a/R. Like the multi-machine experimental scaling 28 and the heuristic drift-orbit scaling 39 Eq.
(18) has an inverse dependence on I p . This fact may make it difficult to distinguish between mechanisms based on scaling results alone. Unlike the multi-machine and the heuristic driftorbit scalings, however, Eq. (18) has an explicit increase with R. Thus the turbulence mechanism could become dominant for large devices, especially at large plasma current I p where the q s scaling would predict extremely small  q . The fact that the experimental multi-machine scalings for diverted H mode 28 and limited L mode 29 discharges are different suggests a role for competing mechanisms.
Finally, we can speculate on the generality of the present results for f pm and C  . The physics behind Eq. (16) is that ion-pressure-gradient-induced EB shearing is suppressing curvature-driven interchange-ballooning modes. This may be reasonable for H modes and should result in an order unity, roughly constant, value for C  . The same argument cannot readily be made in general for OH or L modes, so it is indeed possible that C  contains additional scaling, or that Eq. (16) ceases to be useful, in those operational modes.
Concerning saturation levels, especially for H modes, the f pm factor becomes rather small according to Fig. 8 and it is far from certain that the profile modification or wave breaking condition is a relevant quantity with which to normalize the residual turbulence in H mode plasmas. One speculative possibility is that when interchange-ballooning modes are suppressed by EB flow shear with V y  ~  mhd then the system becomes unstable to secondary Kelvin Helmholtz (KH) instability. 40 , 41 KH growth rates are known to be at most  kh ~ 0. 
VI. Reduced model simulations
Numerical simulation provides a means to test the role of drift-interchange physics, sheared flows and turbulence levels on the SOL heat flux width. Ultimately, the generality of the scaling approach discussed in Sec. V could be tested and values determined for the five dimensionless parameters: the drift-interchange parameters C dw , C mhd and C k , the sheared flow parameter C  and the saturation level parameter f pm . In this section we report on some results using the SOLT code, which incorporates a reduced 2D fluid turbulence model for the edge and Simulations were carried out for NSTX H-mode discharge #127975 (plasma current I p = 1 MA, neutral beam power P NBI = 6 MW, and magnetic field B t = 0.4 T). The use of the SOLT code in this application is best described as interpretive: particle and heat sources, the separatrix location R sep , and diffusion coefficients were varied to obtain a best fit match to the measured density and temperature profiles, the power flowing in the SOL P sol , and the fluctuation level at have not yet fully formed at this location, but is rather due to wavy density structures that convect plasma back and forth across the separatrix. These are similar to the separatrix spanning convective cells noted in earlier SOLT simulations of another discharge. 16 In addition to the large scale drift turbulence and blob features in Fig. 11 , some fine scale striations can be seen near the separatrix. These NSTX spherical-torus H-mode plasmas have very sharp edge gradients with strong shear in the ion diamagnetic and EB flows. The approximately stationary, strongly sheared flows tend to evolve fluctuations with moderate k y to arbitrarily large k x (by "stretching"), resulting in the striations. Diffusion coefficients large enough to suppress the formation of the striations are inconsistent with those determined to be appropriate for the experiments considered here. These features are the subject of ongoing studies.
This best case SOLT simulation is a first step in connecting the modeling of edge turbulence to the properties deduced from GPI in Secs. III and IV and to their implications for turbulence-based SOL width scaling in Sec. V. First, recall that the SOLT model is specifically constructed to describe drift-interchange turbulence, which is the type of turbulence deduced from the experimental data. Furthermore, drift-resistive ballooning modes have a driftinterchange character at the outboard midplane where the SOLT model is applied. Next, from Sec. V, recall that the most important characteristics of the turbulence are: the normalized saturation level (f pm ), the   and  mhd dependence of  turb (described by C dw and C mhd ), the k scaling (C k ), and the sheared flow postulate (described by C  ). (5) was employed for the simulations and the experimental data. The simulation analysis used the estimate v x = /n where is the average radial particle flux whereas the database analysis used a time delay correlation estimation (TDE) method to obtain the mean radial velocity of the turbulence. The different treatment is because the TDE method applied to the simulation was inconclusive: meaningful results could not be obtained, possibly due to the presence in the simulation of some blob structures with very rapid poloidal motion. Finally, and possiblty related, the simulations exhibit strong EB flow shear and it is likely that Kelvin-Helmholtz modes are playing a role in the saturated turbulent state. It will be important to determine if this remains the case in more complete turbulence models.
Additionally, while  mhd ,  * and V y  should still provide important characteristic frequencies, in future larger devices with lower collisionality, kinetic simulations 25 would likely be needed to accurately study the turbulent physics.
VII. Summary and conclusions
While there is considerable shot-to-shot variation of turbulence quantities such as fluctuation amplitudes, radial and poloidal correlation lengths and radial and poloidal turbulence velocities within a given operational mode in NSTX, and even with a given discharge, some interesting scalings emerge when considering the mean values of these quantities and their variation among operational modes. In this paper we have considered Ohmic (OH), low (L), low with applied rf (L-RF) and high (H) mode plasmas from a large NSTX database, together with a seven-member subset database of OH and H mode discharges (denoted OH7 and H7). The These results, all taken just inside the separatrix (2 cm inside the nominal EFIT separatrix) may be useful in guiding ongoing work on the effect of turbulence in controlling the SOL heat flux width. Generally the apparent character of the modes is consistent with reduced models such as SOLT 19 and HESEL 45 which describe curvature-driven drift-interchange turbulence in the two-dimensional plane perpendicular to B at the outboard midplane. Indeed this is the expected character of resistive X-point modes: interchange-like in the midplane region and terminating near the X-point. 32 Quantitative estimates for the SOL heat flux width, made both from Eq. Finally, SOLT code simulations were shown to capture some features of the experimental dataset. The simulations suggest that turbulence contributes to the physics that sets  q in NSTX.
While it cannot be claimed that turbulence physics dominates  q the results of both the simulations and the estimates of Sec. V suggest that it is not negligible, at least for NSTX discharges with high plasma current. As pointed out here and in Ref. 27 this may have important, and potentially favorable, implications for future large R devices.
